Presiden’s Message: “Changes” Redux
- Paul Diegnau CGCS

Cultivating New Ideas - Frank S. Rossi, Ph.D.

MGCSA Booth Challenge Photos

Working Smarter, Not Harder - Ryan Browning

Heard it Through the Grapevine
- Fred Taylor, CGCS

GCSAA Recognizes Jim Nicol CGCS

GIS Spray Equipment Highlights - Ken Rost

Super Dogs - Sue Mills-Kothe

Legacy Scholarship Information

Savory Supper: Twice Cooked Potatoes
- Scottie Hines CGCS

Musing the Minutes: Feb. 1, 2011 - Brian Brown

In Bounds: Relationships - Jack MacKenzie CGCS

ABOUT THE COVER

Ryan Moy’s takes a flight on a helicopter for an aerial view of Hazeltine National Golf Club. (See Ryan’s re-cap of the event on Page 21) Also, Hazeltine’s Jim Nicol CGCS was honored by GCSAA for 25 years of certification. (See article on Page 11)